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Joyful News - May 1, 2019

The Miracles of Our time
Miracles happen all the time but we may not be fully
aware of them when they occur. How would you define
a miracle? The dictionary said:
mir·a·cle
a surprising and welcome event that is not explicable by
natural or scientific laws and is therefore considered to
be the work of a divine agency.
This time in history is truly miraculous as a whole. We are moving from dark to light. When in the
light, more miracles can occur more effortlessly.
I see daily more and more kindness revealed. I think that alone is miraculous. You are seeing more
evidence of things evolving, people awakening and more possibilities unfolding.
God told me years ago that he wasn't planning another event like parting of the Red Seas because
still given those circumstances people resisted following God. He has given people the chance to
choose the light for themselves, from within themselves. They are now given the responsibility to
create the miracles from within by allowing God to work through them.
You have the power to create your own miracles. You have the power to change the world. It is up
to you how quickly you open up the new golden age for yourself as well as others. Those of us who
are living in the new golden age see miracles regularly. Are you experiencing them regularly in your
own life? Or, are you continuing to buy into the 3D reality that many are still stuck within? There
aren't as many miracles there but there are plenty in 5D.
One of the things we clear in our group healing call that is this Saturday is all attachments to 3D
and 3D programming that is keeping people stuck in those dynamics and limitations.
This Saturday, in particular, we are addressing miracles, magic and manifestation to help you clear
any limitations to experiencing a miraculous life. I look forward to the teaching God will deliver on
the subject that we will also be sharing on Saturday.
I am reminded of two reports after attending our calls that I think are miraculous. One
mentioned tripling their income and another being able to connect with and receive messages from
the angels directly after. Miracles are possible and now more than ever.
Wishing you and your family a miraculous day.
Blessings,

PS: Speaking of miracles, here's an example: Kuan Yin appeared before me yesterday to give me
something personal and added that she assists on our Saturday calls. She along with the other
ascended masters, archangels and angels are present. That is wonderful evidence of their love and
support of you at this time. For all their assistance, I am grateful!
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Harness Your Power Within: Gaining
Clarity in Consciousness for More

Group Healing Calls
May 4 2019, 11:11 AM EST- Group Clearing

Effortless Success
We are looking for an optimal date for this as it
was a three-hour workshop and healing.

Call - We will include the usual personal and
global topics to clear as well as the discuss and
clear manifesting, magic and miracles as well
as whatever God deems necessary to
include. Click here for details and registration.

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity,
Licensed Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, Non-denonimation ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author.
She is also a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international
clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes
clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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